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Tie a reef knot behind your back in the fastest possible time
Keep a record of 6 different birds/animals you can see from your window
Jamboree at home! Build a blanket tent
Draw a union flag and attach it to a flag pole
Draw a self-portrait
Design a computer game character on paper, explaining what they can do
Spell your name using finger spelling
Draw the World Scout Badge and explain its parts
Make a paper aeroplane and measure how far it flies
Make a game which can be played by people in different rooms
Tidy your bedroom!
Create a union jack from things you find at home
Make a sandwich with one hand
Draw your name in braille
Use a cereal box to make the best bridge and see how much weight it can hold
Recite the Solar System in order (from memory)
Iron your Scout scarf
Learn the baked potato song (thankyoubakedpotato.com)
Design a new activity badge and write the requirements to gain it
Make and exercise plan and do it each day for at least a week
Find out the differences between fruits and vegetables and make a poster about it
Shout as many five letter words as you can
Draw 100 circles on a piece of paper
Find out how Easter is celebrated in different parts of the world
Design a device that will protect a hard-boiled egg when dropped
Write the Easter bunny’s diary entry about a disastrous day delivering eggs
Without listing you pen from the paper, draw the most ambitious animal
Toss as many heads as possible in a row
Throw a teabag into a mug from the furthest possible distance
?
Draw a map of your local area from memory
Place three different yellow things in a glass
Learn three facts about red pandas
Write down a word and listen for it being said on TV/radio/online
Design a new Mr Man or Little Miss character
Write a short story for your Mr Man/Little Miss
Clap for carers
Design a poster to tell others you are a member at Scouts and put it in your window
Have a conversation about a new topic
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Predict what colour the 20th car that passes will be
Build the highest tower of pennies on the wobbliest thing you can find
Tear an animal shape out of a piece of paper
Collect an item of clothing for each letter of the alphabet you can think of
Make someone guess what you are thinking without saying, writing or pointing to the word
Write the happiest story you can using just 4 words
Finish this sentence: Being a Beaver/Cub/Scout is great because…
Make the longest line of things beginning with the first letter of your name
Dress as your favourite Star Wars character using what you have around the house
Make up a dance to a mobile ringtone
Create your own task
Draw, paint, make or construct a picture of your leader
Write your name using socks
Read a book!
Take part in PE with Joe on YouTube at least 5 times
Invent a new word and decie on a definition for it
Do not look at your mobile/tablet/TV all morning
Make and eat eggy bread for lunch!
Climb through a sheet of paper
Find 10 different items that go together (e.g. salt and pepper)
Dress up as a character in a book
Drink a cup of water from the wrong side of the cup
Disguise a piece of fruit as a different fruit
Recreate a famous painting
Create a piece of art using one piece of toilet paper
Write a happy haiku
Find out what Scouts (10 to 14 year olds) and Ostriches have in common
Identify this logo:
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Design and demonstrate a new handshake
Make a puppet
Build a raft that you can float in the bath or sink
Make a butter tub time capsule
Put these US presidents in order of presidency, earliest first: Barak Obama, Franklin Pierce,
James Madison, Chester A. Arthur, John F. Kennedy, Martin Van Buren
Put on a blindfold. Stand up after 250 seconds (counting in your head only)
Calculate your age in seconds
Memorise the names of 9 people who have been UK Chief Scout
Count the number of baked beans in a tin
Blow up the biggest balloon whilst blindfolded
Create a flag meal
Move and egg into an eggcup without touching either of them
Make an exotic sandwich, then eat it
Without using any measuring device, build a tower 45 inches tall (out of anything)
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82. Make a 50 piece jigsaw
83. Design a Scouting themed album cover
84. Put the most things in a floating bowl without touching the bowl or making it sink

Taken from: https://southlondonscouts.org.uk/about/taskmaster-challenge

